
Compact Apartment, A Comfortable Living
Space for Your Dynamic Lifestyle

The current need for housing is one of the most important things many people want to fulfill. The price is
getting more expensive, making many unable to meet these needs. Especially for a landed house, whose
price is getting harder and harder to reach. An apartment is another solution for those who want to own a
residence. A compact apartment is one that you might consider having. It's manageable, making compact
apartments suitable for single workers or small families who want their first residence.

Through this article, let's get to know more about the compact apartment concept and also some of its
advantages.

Compact Apartment Concept
The compact apartment concept is a residence designed with an integrated vision and a scale of space
priorities. This means a compact apartment focuses on providing the needs of several main spaces,
including bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens, and living rooms. Its not-too-large size makes all the activities
feel very fluid because it's easy to do one activity to another.

This makes the compact apartment concept favored by people with a dynamic lifestyle. Because his need
for a dwelling can be met without interfering with his daily activities. In addition, the complete range of
features and supporting facilities make this compact apartment a comfortable living space for its residents
without having to worry about anything. Usually, an apartment is located in a strategic area in the middle
of the city, which is close to office areas and provides easy access for its residents.

One of the apartments that carry this compact concept is BRANZ BSD, located in the heart of BSD City.
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Benefits of a Compact Apartment

● Affordable Prices

It is undeniable that the price of a residence keeps increasing day by day. Compact apartments are the
solution to this. Because when compared to the cost of apartments in general, a compact apartment has
a relatively lower and affordable price. So that it can be easily owned by various groups, ranging from
workers who are still single or young families. This can happen because the two types of apartments
differ in area size and power usage. Having a compact apartment can also make you save on your
monthly expenses and allocate them for other things.

● A Practical and Concise Residential

The compact size means you don't have to buy too many interior items or furniture to fill your apartment.
It is suitable for those who like minimalist nuanced housing filled with only essential furniture without
needing to overdo it.



Compact apartment developers also usually complement their area with various facilities and features to
support your daily activities. Starting from environmental safety and cleanliness, health facilities, to
shopping centers to meet your needs. So it supports your dynamic lifestyle.

● Efficient Use of Space

Some people may not pay much attention to buying a compact apartment because they are considered to
have a small size. However, this is only partially true. Despite having a compact size, most compact
apartments can still be inhabited by a small family because they still have all the functions of the main
room. The layout of the room is arranged in such a way as to maximize function and space efficiency. So
that no space is wasted. As seen in BRANZ BSD products.

● Easy to Maintain

Another benefit of owning a compact apartment is that it is easy to maintain. Its compact size makes it
easier and faster for you to clean your apartment. A compact apartment usually does not have much



room, only the main room. Such as bedrooms, bathrooms, multi-function rooms, living rooms, and
kitchens. So the effort you spend to clean it tends to be less.

● A Good Investment Asset

When you buy a compact apartment, it doesn't mean you have to live in it for yourself. You can also use
the apartment as a long-term investment asset. With the massive trend of living in an apartment, many
people are looking for an apartment to rent. The capital gain that you will get in the residential rental
business is quite high, so owning and renting an apartment is an attractive investment option to make.

***

A compact apartment is an excellent choice for those who have a dynamic lifestyle and want a minimalist
concept. You will get a dwelling that can fulfill your essential needs for a residence without being too
overwhelming. Complete facilities provided by the developer can also be an additional reason for you to
have a compact apartment.

If you're looking for a compact apartment in the heart of BSD City, then BRANZ BSD is the answer.
Besides having a compact type with 1 bedroom suitable for young families, BRANZ BSD also has a
Luxury type with 2 bedrooms with an overall larger apartment size.

Get more information about BRANZ BSD products by contacting (+621) 5089 8990, WA Business BRANZ
BSD (+62)85-5122-2109, or visiting Instagram @branzbsdofficial.

Visit the BRANZ BSD Marketing Gallery
Jln. BSD Boulevard, Parcel 55F, Grand CBD BSD City, Tangerang
Open every day (Weekdays: 09.00-18.00 WIB, Weekends: 09.00-19.00 WIB).
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